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SBICARD | Last Traded Price: Rs 840.7 | Target price: Rs 900 |  

 

Company Overview: 

Positives of strong revenue growth led by rising and underpenetrated payments play, highly profitable 

lending book and benefit of a strong parentage that can lower the origination risk are partly offset by 

expensive valuations.  

The company has rapidly expanded in infrastructure for accepting digital payments (online and offline) that 

has led to better digital adoption trends leading to a solid play on low risk payment-related income and 

ability to build a long-term lending relationship, which is high yielding, granular, short-term and yet, highly 

profitable. Low penetration of digital products implies that the growth trajectory is quite healthy. 

We like the space as it is one of the few areas where we see strong growth prospects and we like SBIC given 

its strong market share.  

On a risk-adjusted basis, we believe that this business is quite profitable on a through-the-cycle basis. 

 

Technical Rationale: 

Stock price has been in strong uptrend and has been consolidating in range of Rs 860-820 over last 2 months 

after making 52 week high in October2020 end. In this consolidation, it formed ascending triangle 

formation pattern which is favorable for upmove in the stock. 

Moreover, moving averages are also favorable as price has taken support around 15wema and moved up 

above 7wema indicating momentum built up in stock price. 

Indicators and oscillators like RSI, Stochastic and DMI have turned bullish on the weekly chart  

Considering the Technical evidences discussed above, the price looks to breakout of triangular formation on 

the upside and price target comes to Rs 900. 

 

We recommend buy in the stock price at LTP and add on dips for an upside target of Rs 900. 
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BAJAJ-FINANCE | Buy Range: Rs 5232-5200 | Target price: Rs 5600 | Stop loss: Rs 5000 

 

Company Overview: 

For the July-September quarter (Q2FY21) quarter, Bajaj Finance had reported in-line performance with 

elevated Covid provisions, lower opex, which enabled higher-than-expected operating profit and standstill 

status kept the asset quality stable.  
It has sailed through the headwinds and emerged stronger with a leaner operating model and robust growth 

guidance. The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s) new banking licence review has recommended that large 

NBFCs with > Rs 50,000 crore assets with 10 year existence can apply for banking licence. Growth 

guidance of around 25 per cent for FY22E and opportunity to apply for banking licence, the company looks 

to keep its leadership position in NBFC.  

 

Technical Rationale: 

On V pattern formation, the stock price now set to breakout on the daily chart. 

Price has been making higher top higher bottom formation indicating strength intact in short term for 

continuation of unpmove. 

Stock price has been finding support on its 15 days EMA. 

Volumes during the breakout above the pattern remained higher. 

Indicators and oscillators like Stochastic, RSI and DMI have turned bullish on the daily chart.  

Short term moving averages are trading above medium to long term moving averages. 

 

We recommend buy in the stock price for an upside target of Rs 5600 placing a stop loss of Rs 5000. 
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TECHM | Buy Range: Rs 978-971 | Target price: Rs 1010 | Stop loss: Rs 955 

 

Company Overview: 

Tech Mahindra has strong expertise in automotive and aerospace verticals.  

Outlook for the business is healthy post Covid and led by adoption of new technologies across verticals.  

Tech Mahindra is taking steps to increase participation in the fast-growing digital engineering space.  

5G opportunity, uptick in enterprise growth and margin expansion underpin positive view on Tech 

Mahindra. 

There are several growth opportunities as the company noted that except aerospace most other verticals are 

recovering well in the aftermath of Covid impact. 

Digital engineering spend of enterprises is projected to grow at 19% CAGR in 2019-2025E by Zinnov. Tech 

Mahindra indicated that digital technologies in engineering have resulted in fundamental shifts across 

design, testing, manufacturing and aftermarket that provide benefits on time, effort, resources and costs. 

 

Technical Rationale: 

After consolidation at high levels with support levels on double bottom formation, the stock broke broke out  

of and has been making 52 weeks high. 

Volumes during the breakout above the pattern remained higher. 

Indicators and oscillators like MACD, RSI and DMI have turned bullish on the daily chart.  

Short term moving averages are trading above medium to long term moving averages. 

Mainline IT companies have been strong performers for last many months. 

 

We recommend buy in the stock price for an upside target of Rs 1010 placing a stop loss of Rs 955. 
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NAUKRI | Buy Range: Rs 4767-4740 | Target price: Rs 4980 | Stop loss: Rs 4640 

 

Company Overview: 

Info Edge (India) Ltd., incorporated in the year 1995, is a Large Cap company (having a market cap of Rs 

61195.75 Crore) operating in Services sector.Info Edge (India) Ltd. key Products/Revenue Segments 

include Sale of services which contributed Rs 1272.70 Crore to Sales Value (100.00 % of Total Sales)for 

the year ending 31-Mar-2020. 

For the quarter ended 30-09-2020, the company has reported a Consolidated sales of Rs 260.91 Crore, down 

-8.47 % from last quarter Sales of Rs 285.05 Crore and down -20.83 % from last year same quarter Sales of 

Rs 329.54 Crore Company has reported net profit after tax of Rs 424.62 Crore in latest quarter. 

 

Technical Rationale: 

New 52 week high formed in stock price on daily chart after stock price taking support around its 15ema. 

When price take support at such smaller duration ema and then makes new 52 week high, it shows that 

momentum of the stock is very strong. 

V pattern upmove also took place and breakout of this pattern suggest target on upside to Rs 4980. 

Volumes during the breakout above the pattern remained higher. 

Indicators and oscillators like RSI and Stochastic have turned bullish on the daily chart.  

Considering the Technical evidences discussed above, we recommend strength in near term for the stock. 

  

We recommend buy in the stock price for an upside target of Rs 4980 placing a stop loss of Rs 4640. 
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Disclaimer 

TECHNICAL CALL RATING PARAMETER 

BUY: A condition that indicates a good time to buy a stock. The exact circumstances of the signal will be determined by the indicator that 
an analyst is using. 

 
SELL: A condition that indicates a good time to sell a stock. The exact circumstances of the signal will be determined by the indicator that 
an analyst is using. 

 

A recommendation to buy or sell stock when it trades at specified price. They serve to either protect your profits or limit your losses 

DISCLOSURE / DISCLAIMER 
Peerless Securities Ltd (PSL) e s t a b l i s h e d in 1995, is a subsidiary of Peerless General Finance & Investment Co Ltd. PSL is a corporate trading member of Bombay Stock 

Exchange Limited (BSE) & National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE). Our businesses include stock broking, services rendered in connection with distribution of primary market 

issues and financial products like mutual funds and fixed deposits, and depository services. 

Peerless Securities Ltd is also a depository participant with National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL) and also registered as a Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) 

Regulations, 2014. 

We hereby declare that our activities were neither suspended nor we have defaulted with any stock exchange authority with whom we are registered in last five years. We have not 

been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange/ SEBI or any other authorities; nor has our certificate of registration been cancelled by SEBI at any point of time. 

We offer our research services to clients as well as our prospects. 

This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. Persons into 

whose possession this document may come are required to observe these restrictions. Past performance is not indicative for future performance. The investor is requested to take into 

consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile. Investments in securities are subject to market risk, please read all the related 

documents carefully before investing. Investors are also requested to take their profession advice before investing. 

This material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the 

solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It is for the general information of clients of Peerless Securities Ltd. It 

does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. 

We have reviewed the report, and in so far as it includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable though its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

Neither Peerless Securities Ltd, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document. The recipients of this material should rely on their own 

investigations and take their own professional advice. Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may go up or down. 

All such information and opinions are subject to change without notice. This document is for information purposes only. Descriptions of any company or companies or their securities 

mentioned herein are not intended to be complete and this document is not, and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other 

financial instruments. 

If this report is inadvertently sent or has reached any person in such country, especially, United States of America, the same should be ignored and brought to the attention of the 

sender. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, for any purposes or in any manner. 

Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which could have an adverse effect on their value or price, or the income 

derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk. 

It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security. PSL may from time to time solicit from, or perform broking, or other services for, any 

company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments. 

Certain transactions -including those involving futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all 

investors. Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and 

as such, may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals. 

Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this 

material, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are 

not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our proprietary trading and group company/associate companies may make investment decisions that are inconsistent 

with the recommendations expressed herein. 

PSL shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason including network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, 

break down of the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of the PSL to present the data. In no 

event shall PSL be liable for any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with 

the data presented by the PSL through this report. 

We and our affiliates/associates, group companies, officers, directors, and employees, Research Analysts may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in,and buy or sell the 

securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a 

market maker in the financial instruments of the subject company/company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / borrower to such company (ies) or have other 

potential/material conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of Research Report or at the time of public 

appearance. Peerless Securities Ltd (PSL) may have proprietary long/short position in the above mentioned scrip(s) and therefore may be considered as interested. The views 

provided herein are general in nature and does not consider risk appetite or investment objective of particular investor; readers are requested  to  take independent professional  

advice before investing. This should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with PSL. Peerless Securities Ltd does not provide any promise or assurance of 

favorable view for a particular industry or sector or business group in any manner. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial 

condition, suitability to risk return profile and take professional advice before investing. 

The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their 

securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 
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Details of Associates and group companies are available on our website i.e. www.peerlesssec.co.in Research Analyst has served as an officer, director or employee of subject 

company(ies): No Research Analyst’s financial interest in the subject company(ies): No 

Peerless Securities Limited may have financial interest in the subject company (ies) from time to time. 

Research Analyst has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of 

Research Report: No 

Peerless Securities Ltd has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company (ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of 

Research Report: No 

We or our associates may have received compensation from the subject company (ies) in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received compensation for investment 

banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received any compensation for products or 

services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received 

compensation or other benefits from the subject company (ies) or third party in connection with the research report. Our associates may have financial interest in the subject 

company(ies). 

Our associates/Group Companies may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date 

of publication of Research Report. 

Subject company (ies) may have been client during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report. 

"A graph of daily closing prices of securities is available at www.nseindia.com (Choose a company from the list on the browser and select the "three years" icon in the price chart)." 

Analyst Certification 

I/We, author/s (Research Team) and the name/s subscribed to this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my/our views about  

the subject issuer(s) or securities. I/we (Research Analyst) also certify that no part of my/our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific 

recommendation(s) or view(s) in this report. I/we or my/our relative or PSL may have financial interest in the subject company. Also I/we or my/our relative or PSL or its associates 

does not have beneficial ownership of 1% or more in the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report. Since 

associates/group of PSL is engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject 

company/s mentioned in this report. I/we have not served as officer/director etc in the subject company. 

The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile and the like and take professional advice before 

investing. Investments in securities are subject to market risk, please read all the related documents carefully before investing. Please read the SEBI prescribed Combined Risk 

Disclosure Document (refer to SEBI website) prior to investing. Derivatives are a sophisticated investment device. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk 

factors before actually trading in derivative contracts. 

 

Peerless Securities Limited: Registered Office: Peerless Mansion, 1 Chowringhee Square, 2nd 

Floor, Kolkata 700069. Telephone No.: 033 4050 2700, Fax No.: 

033 2243 6941. Website: www.peerlesssec.co.in 
 

SEBI Registration No: INZ000263738; AMFI Reg No: ARN 2103; NSDL: IN-DP-NSDL-96-99, 

DP ID: IN300958; SEBI Research Analyst Reg. No: INH300002365, CIN: U67120WB1995PLC067616 
 

Compliance Officer: Mr. Raj Kumar Mukherjee. Call: 033-4050-2700, e-Mail: compliance@peerlesssec.com 

Our research should not be considered as an advertisement or advice, professional or otherwise. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk 
factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile and the like and take professional advice before investing. Investments in securities are 
subject to market risk, please read all the related documents carefully before investing. Please read the SEBI prescribed Combined Risk Disclosure Document (refer 
to SEBI website) prior to investing. Derivatives are a sophisticated investment device. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors before 
actually trading in derivative contracts. 

Compliance Officer: Mr. Raj Kumar Mukherjee. Call: 033-4050-2700, Email: compliance@peerlesssec.com 
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